Abstract Continuous-phase OCDMA encoder-decoders are proposed and demonstrated. Compared with conventional discrete-phase devices, they have additional advantages of being more tolerant to input pulse-width and furthermore will facilitate the use of reconfigurable phase-codes.
Introduction
encoder reported in [4] . The effective refractive index Optical CDMA (OCDMA) systems based on distribution of Q1C is shown in Fig.1(b) as an temporal-phase-encoding using super-structured fibre example. For comparison, the phase profile of Q1 D Bragg gratings (SSFBGs) has been demonstrated as is shown in Fig.1(c) . Note that QlD and Q1C have a promising technique for future optical networks [1] identical phase code sequences. [3] where the SSFBG encoder-decoders have a 2e4 (a) 1 5 spatial phase distribution following a particular address code. In the encoding process, the optical pulses are reflected from the SSFBG encoder, and 0 the spatial phase of the encoder is encrypted into the 0 5 10 15 20
Length (mm) temporal phase of the encoded pulse. For successful decoding, the encoded pulses must be reflected from fixed phase-en/decoder with a continuous-phase Fig.1 Effective refractive index distributions of (a) a single profile designed to match a reconfigurable phase-shift and (b) continuous-phase encoder QlC (c) The en/decoder. We find that it exhibits similar phase of discrete-phase encoder Q1D performance to a fixed discrete-phase en/decoder and additionally can accommodate longer input pulse Device fabrication and characterization widths compared to these.
Device description
For the discrete-phase en/decoders mentioned above, a spatial gap AL in the grating structure Fig.1 (a) . Wav0a hV5g (nm)15r.
Note that this distribution is the same as the thermally All the en/decoders are fabricated using our phase device is narrower than that of the discretecontinuous grating writing technique [6] , which uses a phase device, as shown in Fig. 2 reflection spectra of discrete-phase-encoders Q1 D
T0me (ps) and Q2D. Note that for the same nominal address Fig. 3 Measured decoded pulses for systems using (a) codes, the reflection spectra of the continuous-phasecontinuous-phase and (b) discrete-phase en/decoders. encoders are narrower than those of the discretephase-encoders and that they have much lower Dbte-pbas eiVecoder spectral features away from the main band, which. could assist their use in a WDM configuration. We have demonstrated a new OCDMA phase controls the timing of the signals from the two en/decoder based on FBGs. Its performance is encoding gratings. Then the combined signal is compared with a system using the discrete-phase reflected from the continuous-phase decoders Q1C* devices. The advantage of the new continuous-phase or Q2C*. devices includes that it has a more relaxed The decoded pulses are detected using a 20GHz requirement on the encoding input pulse width. This photodiode and fed into a fast sampling oscilloscope.
suggests the potential of bandwidth saving, and could The measured auto-and cross correlation pulses, for facilitate the combination of an OCDMA system with the decoders Q1C* or Q2C*, are shown in Fig. 3(a) .
existing WDM techniques to enhance system capacity The measured ratio between the peak of the cross further. The new code design will also facilitate a and auto correlation (RPCA) is -20%. For better match to reconfigurable en/decoders, because comparison, we also measure the system using the they have same spatial phase distributions [4] .
discrete-phase encoders (Q1 D, Q2D) and decoders
